IGHR 2021
25-30 July 2021

Methods & Sources
Rebecca Whitman Koford, CG, CGL

Intermediate Genealogy & Historical Studies
Debra A. Hoffman

Advanced Methodology & Evidence Analysis
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL

Writing & Publishing for Genealogists
Thomas W. Jones, PhD, CG, CGL, FASG, FNGS, FUGA

Genetics for Genealogists: Beginning DNA
Patricia Lee Hobbs, CG

Military Records I
Michael L. Strauss, AG

Irish Genealogical Research
David E. Rencher, AG, CG, FIGRS, FUGA

Understanding Land Records
Angela Packer McGhie, CG

Research in the South: Trans-Mississippi South
J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA

Genealogy as a Profession
Elissa Scalise Powell, CG, CGL

Virginia: Her Records & Her Laws
Victor S. Dunn, CG

DNA as Genealogical Evidence (Advanced)
coordinator Karen Stanbary, MA, CG

Visit ighr.gagensociety.org to learn more!

IGHR 2022
24-29 July 2022

Methods & Sources
Rebecca Whitman Koford, CG, CGL

Intermediate Genealogy & Historical Studies
Angela Packer McGhie, CG

Advanced Methodology & Evidence Analysis
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL

Writing & Publishing for Genealogists
Thomas W. Jones, PhD, CG, CGL, FASG, FNGS, FUGA

Genetics for Genealogists: Beginning DNA
Patricia Lee Hobbs, CG

Military Records II
Michael L. Strauss, AG

Tracing Your English Ancestors
Paul Milner, MDiv, FUGA

Land Records: Using Maps
Melinda Kashuba, PhD

Research in the South: Colonial States
J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA

Advanced Library Research:
Law Libraries & Gov't Docs
Benjamin B. Spratling III, JD
& Patricia Walls Stamm, CG, CGL

Researching African American Ancestors:
Courthouse Records
Deborah A. Abbott, PhD

Intermediate DNA: Planning for and Conducting
Research using DNA & Documentary Sources
Karen Stanbary, MA, CG

Visit ighr.gagensociety.org to learn more!